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ABSTRAK
This thesis entitled " Lessons of Life in Albom's The Five People You Meet in Heaven has an objective to
analyze the theme as the result of analysis on main character, conflict and setting in Mitch Albom's The Five
People You Meet in Heaven"Â•.
There are two kinds of method applied in this thesis. They are library research method and approach. The
library research is used to get the information dealing with the object discussed. While approach used is
structural approach. Structural approach is used to describe the intrinsic elements of this novel, such as
character, conflict, setting and theme.
The result of the analysis shows that the main character in Albom's The Five People You Meet in Heaven is 
Eddie. He is described as a person who is smart, kinds, gentle, and loyal. These condition makes him survive
and understand about his life. Eddie is a round and dynamic character. He experiences internal and external
conflict. His conflicts happen before and after his death. The conflicts make him know and understand about
life. While setting in this novel is divided into three. They are setting of place, time, and social. Setting of
place is Ruby Pier where Eddie works and spends the whole of his life. Seeting of time is 1920. This is the
time when Eddie is young where Eddie plays the ball that makes Blue Man dies because an accident that
Eddie makes. Setting of social is lower class. Finally, the result of analysis on main character, conflict, and
setting is  Lessons of life in Albom's The Five People You Meet in heaven. 
Kata Kunci : character, conflicts, setting, and theme
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